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DAVID OSTERGREN*

An Organic Act after a Century of
Protection: The Context, Content, and
Implications of the 1995 Russian
Federation Law on Specially Protected
Natural Areas**
ABSTRACT
At the turn of the twentieth century, Russia began establishing
protected naturalareasfor scientific researchand to preserve both
unique and typical ecosystems. Through time and perseveranceby
the conservationcommunity, the protected areasystem has evolved
into a multi-tiered system of nature preserves, forests, parks,
monuments, and wildlife management areasdesignated by federal,
regional, and local legislation. Each type of area serves a different
role to preserve and protect areas for aesthetic, recreational,
cultural, or ecological values. Fundamental to successful
management and protectionof naturalareas is effective legislation
that empowers authoritieswhile reflecting the needs and desiresof
society. Until 1995, Russia (and the Soviet Union) lacked specific
legislationdelineatingthe missionsand responsibilitiesofprotected
naturalarea staff and agencies. This articlereviews a centralpiece
of conservation legislation, in essence, an OrganicAct, for nearly
every type ofprotected naturalarea in the Russian Federation.The
analysis is the result of archival researchand a series of interviews
with Russian experts in protectedareapolicy.After placing the new
legislationintohistoricalcontext, thearticledescribesthe legislation
and then discussescurrentpolicy debates that areunique to Russia
but also typify the challenges and problemsfaced by many nations
expanding the size, scope, and mission of their protected natural
areasystems.
INTRODUCTION
Global interest in protected natural areas is on the rise at the same
time that population pressures, political instability, and economic
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constraints are limiting the amount of natural areas available for societies
to set aside for aesthetic, recreational, cultural, or ecological values.
Fundamental to successful management and protection of natural areas is
effective legislation that empowers authorities while reflecting the needs
and desires of society. This article reviews a central piece of conservation
legislation, in essence, an Organic Act, for nearly every type of protected
natural area in the Russian Federation. After placing the new legislation
into historical context, the article describes the legislation and then
discusses current policy debates that are unique to Russia but also typify the
challenges and problems faced by many nations expanding the size, scope,
and mission of their protected natural area systems.
Russian protected natural areas evolved from seventeenth century
hunting and forest preserves set aside by nobility in a multi-tiered system
of nature preserves, forests, parks, monuments, and wildlife management
areas designated by federal, regional, and local legislation.' Although recent
evidence reveals widespread environmental abuse by the Soviet authorities,
a century of conservation legislation reflects a longstanding concern by the
scientific community and segments of the general public to protect natural
resources and provide for a safe living environment. As with natural
resource policy in most nations, recent legislation attempts to balance the
paradox of utilization and protection of a diverse natural environment.
Since 1991, the Russian government has been replacing failed Soviet
environmental laws and decrees with new, increasingly precise legislation.3
Regulations that guide government agencies have become more responsive
to social and scientific concerns. The 1995 Law on Specially Protected
Natural Areas' (1995 Law on SPNAs) is an excellent example of the new
generation of environmental legislation in the Russian Federation. The
foundation of the 1995 Law on SPNAs was laid down in the late 1980s
during the height of public awareness for the environment s In 1992 the
Russian Federation took a pro-environmental step by enacting the Law on
Environmental Protection (LEP) that addresses virtually every issue related

1. See PHiliP R. PRYDE CONSERVATION IN THE SOVIET UNION 9-24 (1972).
2. See id. at 136.60; DOUGLAS R. WENER, MODELS OFNATLURE: ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION,
AND CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN SOVIET RUSSIA (1988); DouGLAs R. WIoNER, A LrrrE CORNER

ENvIRONMEN'AL POucY INTHE USSR 78-101 (1987).
OF FREEIOM (1999); CHARLE E. Zmc.
3. See, e.g., Andrew R. Bond & Mathew J. Sagers, Some Observations on the Russian
Federation EnvironmentalProtectionLaw, 33 POST-SOvMT GEOGRAPHY 463 (1992).
4. Federal Law on the Specially Protected Natural Areas, Sobr. Zakonod. RF, 1995, No.
33, Item 3 (translation on file with author) [hereinafter 1995 Law on SPNAs.
5. See About the Project of Fundamental Legislation of the USSR Republic on Specially
Protected Natural Areas (1991) (working paper submitted to First Secretary Mikhail
Gorbachev, on file with author). This document was provided to the author by Alexander A.
Nicolski, PhD., Ecological Faculty, Russian People's Friendship University, Moscow, on
February 19,1999.
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to environmental quality (for example, air and water pollution, nuclear
waste, land protection).' As a corollary to the 1992 LEP, protected area
policy makers revived and revised Soviet era legislation and the Law on
SPNAs was enacted in 1995. Most post-Soviet legislation relies on the Soviet
era model for law making with limited transparency and public
involvement! The 1995 Law on SPNAs was also developed with limited
public input; however, much of the language was designed by individuals
outside of the Duma, that is policy makers, administrators, and academics
with long careers in conservation. One implication is that because of nonpolitical input the 1995 Law on SPNAs is the start of a new era for public
participation in Russian land conservation legislation.
The 1995 Law on SPNAs is viewed by natural resource
administrators and managers as a cornerstone piece of legislation for the
successful
future of protected areas. It addresses three overarching national
8
goals:
(1)To define each type of protected area and place each into
the context of a larger, national protected area network.
(2) To cut across ministerial boundaries and fulfill the
longstanding aspirations of the conservation community for
a national strategy to protect Russia's natural resources.
(3) To act as the first legislation that delineates specific rights
and responsibilities of protected-area employees. The law is
designed to provide each individual preserve or park the
authority to enforce conservation regulations while allowing
customized management strategies.
The current status of protected areas in Russia can be characterized
as mixed. This legislation provided renewed support and direction for
employees and citizens who support a national conservation strategy.
Unfortunately, the stresses and demands of economic instability may
6. See Bond & Sagers, supra note 3.

7. See Ruth Greenspan Bell, Building Trust: Laying a Foundation for Environmental
Regulation in the Former Soviet Block, ENVT., Mar. 2000, at 20,22.
8. These goals were confirmed to the author in a series of interviews conducted in
February 1999. Interviewees included Dr. Evgeny Shvarts, Director of Conservation World
Wide Fund for Nature, Russian Program Office; Nikolai Maleshin, Director, Southern
Zapovednik Directors Association; Dr. Alexander Nikolski, see supra note 5; Dr. Armand
Gregoria, policy analyst with the Biodiversity Conservation Center; and Vladimir Anatoijevich
Pishelev, Deputy Chief of the Zapovednik Department.
9. The variety of Russian protected areas ranges from zapovedniks (strict nature
preserves that severely restrict access for any activity other than sanctioned, scientific
investigations), to national parks that emphasize nature-based tourism, to protected areas with
medicinal, spiritual, or historic qualities.
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promote exploitation and erode the ability of protected area employees to
protect ecosystems and provide the recreational, cultural, medicinal, and
spiritual services that society demands of its natural areas. This article
highlights how the 1995 Law on SPNAs will serve as an organic act to
Russia's future conservation efforts and reveals some of the current
challenges in protected area policy and legislation.
BACKGROUND
The failure of legislation and decrees to adequately protect the
environment and provide for effective conservation of natural resources in
the Soviet Union is well documented.'0 From 1917-1991 the Soviet
government undertook huge projects to benefit the national economy at the
expense of the environment. Decisions from the Central Administration can
be characterized by a focus on material gain, an ignorance of ecological
consequences, and a lack of democracy that effectively excluded public
commentary. Examples of this include the failed White Sea-Baltic Sea
Canal; the Great Stalin Plan for the Transformation of Nature that exhorted
the Soviet Citizen to control nature for social benefit; Khrushchev's Virgin
Lands Project to bring vast areas of steppe under cultivation;" the use of
nuclear power, including detonations, to move land; massive irrigation
projects for cotton production;12 and the timber harvesting practices in
European Russia. 3 Soviet environmental policies left a legacy of depleted
resources and a series of dangerous environmental health issues.
Some of the failure of environmental law in the Soviet Union may
be attributed to the repression of citizen participation in the Soviet
legislative process. Leaders often issued decrees and the Supreme Soviet
rubberstamped associated legislation." The lack of public input in the
political process meant that laws were constructed at the federal level,
which failed to incorporate local idiosyncrasies for conservation and

10.

See generallyPRYDE, supranote

1; PHIUP R. PRYDE, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN
iN SOVIET UNION]; ENVIRONMENTAL

THE SOVIEt UNION (1991) [hereinafter ENVTL MGMT.

RESOURCES AND CoNsTAmns IN THE FORMER Soviur REPuBucs (Phillip R. Pryde ed., 1995);
BORiS KOMARoV, THE DESTRUCTIONOFNAihREINTHESOVIETUNION (1980); MURRAYFESHBACH

& ALFRW FRIENDLY JR., EcOCIDE INTHE USSR (1992); D.J. PlnsoN, TROUBLED LANDS: THE
SUCTION (1993); MURRAY FESHBACH, ECOLOGICAL
LEGACY OF SOVIET ENVIRONMENTAL
IASm: CLmAmNG up ThE HI DEN LEGACY oF THE Sovmr REGIE (1995).
11. See generally KOMAROV, supra note 10.
12. See EERSON, supra note 10, at 5-6,111-17.
13. See generallyBR INBARR&KATHLEENBRADEN, THE DISAPPEARING RUSSIAN FORESTI

A DILEmA INSOVIE RESOURCE MANAGEMMT (1988).
14. See ZIELER. supra note 2, at 45-49.
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pollution prevention."5 Furthermore, enforcement was inconsistentbecause
close political ties were more influential than legal regulations. State owned
operations that produced social goods ignored environmental regulations,
knowing that very few judges would rule against them. Legal cases did not
rely on precedent; therefore, a ruling in one court had no practical bearing
on the outcome of a later case. In general, enforcement and implementation
of environmental laws was marginally effective. 6
In the mid-1980s, under Gorbachev's polices of perestroika and
glasnost, officials and the general public began to criticize and re-evaluate
the political-economic system." One result of glasnost was that the USSR
revealed its environmental conditions to the world." More importantly, the
Russian people became aware of the environmental conditions and were
allowed to publicly voice their objection to government policies and
practices. 9 Unprecedented in Soviet history, thousands of Soviet citizens
protested in the streets against an array of environmental issues (nuclear
power, for example) and hundreds of environmental interest groups
formed in the late 1980s." For example, the environmental movement
successfully defeated Siberian water diversion projects to Central Asia' and
a hydroelectric dam in the Altai Mountains.' The green movement
contributed to the downfall of the USSR by increasing public influence on
politicians, wedging open the doors of government information, and
providing an outlet for citizens to criticize the government.' Despite the

15. See LK Shaposhnikov & V.A. Borisov, The First Steps Taken by the Soviet Government
for the Conservation of NaturalResources, in CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF RESERVES IN THE USSR 85-91 (Acadmemy of Sciences of the USSR ed.,
Bulletin No. 3, 1958); PETERSON supra note 10, at 15-18,175.
16. See Boris Komarov, Destructionof nature in the Soviet Union, SOCIETY, July-Aug. 1981,
at 39, 44; ZjEG1zR, supra note 2, at 78-101.
17. See, e.g., ALEC NOVE, AN ECONOMIC HISIORY OF THE USSR (1992).
18. See, e.g., 3 IUCN (INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE) EAST
EUROPEAN PROGRAMME, ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS REPOR75: 1990 (USSR) (1991).

19. See Robert G. Darst, Jr., Environmentalism in the USSR: The Opposition to the River
Diversion Projects, 4 SOVIET ECON. 223-52 (1988); HILLARY F.FRENCH, GREEN REVOLUTIONS:
ENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION IN EASTERN EUROPE AND THE SOVIETUNION (1990); Barbara

Richman, The ChangingFace of Environmentalismin the USSR, ENWv., Mar. 1990, at 4,6.
20.

See PHIuFR. PRYDE, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEmNT INTHE SOVIET UNION 250 (1991);

PETERN, supranote 10, at 193.
21. See Philip P. Micklin & Andrew R. Bond, Reflections on Environmentalismand the River
DiversionProjects,4 SOVIET ECON. 253-74 (1988).
22. Interview with Misha Shishin, Director of KATUN (a Russian NGO in Bamaul), in
Bernaul, Russ. (Sept. 16-25,1995).
23. See Vladimir Kotov & Elena Nildtina, Russia in transition:Obstacles to environmental
protection, 35 ENvr. 12 (1993); Barbara Jancar-Webster, Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet
Union, in ENVIRONMENTAL POITICS IN TmE INTERNATIONAL ARENA: MOVEMENTS, PARTIES,

ORGANIZATIONS, AND POLICY 199 (Sheldon Kamienicki ed., 1993); PETERSON, supranote 10, at
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Western perception that environmentalism suddenly emerged in the 1980s,
the force of the green movement grew over decades of concern over the
condition of natural resources. Citizens, primarily the scientific community,
had a long history of success criticizing the state on environmental issues.'
Environmental awareness and subsequent public influence on policy
peaked during perestroika. ' Unfortunately, after the initial euphoria of the
1991 revolution subsided, Russian citizens and politicians realized the limits
of any economy, market or centrally planned, to repair extensive ecological
damage.2' Nevertheless, the transition years of the late 1980s and early
1990s established the foundation for new regulations and increasingly
precise environmental legislation.
During the Soviet era, environmentally damaging decisions were
often made for political reasons. At the same time, scientists representing
most disciplines investigated the impact of natural resource policies,
developed alternative solutions, and pressed for progressive legislation.'
As the Soviet Union crumbled and fell, policy makers demonstrated a
willingness to address environmental issues. Despite an unstable politicaleconomic situation in post-Soviet Russia, legislators have worked with
university professors and non-government organizations (NGOs) to write
new legislation." In effect, Russia is rewriting the entire body of
conservation and environmental laws enacted during the Soviet era.'
As an example of this revision, the 1960 Russian Republic Law on
Conservation, the 1968 Legislation on the Principles of Land Use, and the

19-23,193.

24. See WEINER, supra note 2, at 21. Weiner's two-volume history is a thorough
examination of the roots of the conservation movement.
25. Interview with Dr. Vladimir M. Sakharov, Center for Russian Environmental Policy,
in Voronezh District, Russ. (Feb. 28,2000).
26. See generally Kotov & Nikitina, supra note 23; PETESON, supra note 10, at 239;
ENvmoNmEoNALREsouRcEsANDCoNsR msINTHEFonMmSovwrRm ucs6-9(Phillip R.
Pryde ed., 1995); Demosthenes James Peterson, Russia's Environmentand Natural Resources in
Light of Economic Regionalization 36 PosT-SoVIE GEOGRAPHY 291-309 (1995); Boris Porfiriev,
Environmental Policyin Russia: Economic, Legal andOrganizationalIssues 21 ENV'LMGMT. 147-57
(1997).
27. For a thorough discussion of the historic role of scientists in natural resource issues,
see ALEXEI V. YABLOKOV & S.A. OSTROUMOV, CONSERVATION OF LIVING NATURE AND
RESOURCES: PROBLEMS, TRENDS, AND PROSPECTS (1991); OLEG YANnISKY, RUSSIAN
ENVIRONMEAuSM: LEADING FIGURES, FACTS, OPINIONS (1993); DOUGLAS R. WEINER, A Lrriu
CoRN OF FREOM (1999).
28. See Bond & Sagers, supra note 3, at 463; Anya Menner, ECOJURIS: Pioneersin Russian
Environmental Law, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEWS, Feb. 1996, at 17-18.
29. See Philip R. Pryde, Russia: An Overview of the Federation, in ENVIRONMENTAL
RESOURCES AND CONSTRAII INTHE FORMER SOVIET REPUBuCS, supranote 10, at 25,33.
30. See ConservationLaw Adoptedfor the Russian Republic,CuRRENTDIG. SOVIETPRESS, Nov.
1960, at 3-5.
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1970 Principles of Water Legislation were replaced in 1992 by the Law on
Environmental Protection.' The LEP established conditions for the general
protection of the environment, pathways for enforcement of environmental
laws, and the rights of respective government agencies.' Although passed
in the last days of the Soviet Union, the legislation was signed by President
Boris Yeltsin and placed into effect for the Russian Federation. As a further
example of the official shift in conservation policy, on October 2, 1992, a
decree by President Yeltsin called for the total area of strict nature preserves
to increase to three percent (as of January 1997 it was 1.92 percent) and that
the total territory of all protected areas in Russia should increase from 5.5
percent to seven percent. 3
The writers who prepared the LEP viewed it as an ecological code.'
It was to be the trunk of an entire tree of future, detailed legislation.
Examples of branches include the 1993 Fundamentals of Forest Legislation
of the Russian Federations and the 1995 Russian Federation Law on the
Animal World?' The two laws represent a refinement in protective and
regulatory legislation. Granted, much of the terminology in these laws is
inherited from Soviet era legislation?7 However, the legislation stands out
from the Soviet era by specifying public participation and codifying
protective regulations that empower local authorities to realize their
respective missions. The 1995 Law on SPNAs may be viewed as another
branch of the 1991 LEP. Specifically, section IX, Articles 60-66, of the LEP
addresses specially protected natural areas and sites that were subsequently
codified.
The 1995 Law on SPNAs is exceptional in a number of aspects,
including the integration of a national protected area system, an emphasis
on public participation, and the detail of language and significant variations
on the mission of zapovedniks and national parks. The stated purpose of the
1995 Law on SPNAs is to define the legislative mechanism for natural area
protection and the categories of areas for protection, to delineate the level
of protection for those areas, and to designate the agencies and political
entities responsible for the management and funding of said areas. The law

31. Law on Environmental Protection, Ross. Gazeta, Mar. 3,1992, at 3-6; Bond & Sagers,
supra note 3, at 473.
32. See generally Bond & Sagers, supra note 3.

33. See A. Volkov & J.de Korte, ProtectedNature Areas in the Russian Arctic, 30 POLAR
REC. 299 (1994).
34.
35.

See Bond & Sagers, supranote 3, at 464.
Osnovi Lesnogo Zakonodatelstva Rossiskoi Federatali [Basic Forest Legislation of the

Russian Federation), translatedin 4 Eos INboRM 3-38 (1993).
36. See Dr. Vadim 0. Mokievsky, A New Wildlife Law is Passed in the Russian Federation,
RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEWS, Aug. 1995, at 18-19.
37. See Bell, supra note 7, at 22,23.
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also specifies the rights, goals, and obligations of SPNA employees and
agencies. Additional rights and responsibilities are outlined for the various
political entities throughout Russia. The following discussion will
highlight the twelve Sections of the 1995 Law on SPNAs, place the sections
into context, and then, utilizing data from interviews, discuss the results
and further implications.3
THE 1995 LAW ON SPECIALLY PROTECTED NATURAL AREAS
Section 1. General Principles
Section I of the Law contains five articles that define the legislative
mechanisms for establishment of SPNAs, the categories of SPNAs, the
administration of the areas, the need for a land survey, and the role of
citizen participation. The 1995 Law clarifies and addresses the following
categories of land areas:

38. The phrase "specially authorized bodies (or organs)" appears frequently in both the
1991 LEP and the 1995 Law on SPNAs. The phrase refers to the agencies that will oversee many
of the SPNAs. Supposedly, either existing government bureaucracies will be designated as
authorized bodies, or new agencies will be created in the near future to operate as authorized
bodies. In addition, many of the articles in the 1991 LP.refer to the rights of independent
republics, autonomous oknugs and autonomous oblasts, but not krais or oblasts. All five are
regional forms of government within Russia. The independent and autonomous regions view
themselves as sovereign states, and therefore require specific mention in legislation. Krais and
oblasts are regions directly incorporated into Russia that were not mentioned in the 1991
legislation. The omission of krais and oblasts from the legislation reflects the strong central
influence of Moscow in 1991. However, specifying the rights of one type of regional
government and not another creates friction between regional governing bodies and the
federal government. As a possible consequence, the 1995 Law on SPNAs uses the term
"subjects," which presumably refers to all types of regional governing bodies within the
Russian Federation (i.e. independent republics, autonomous okrugs, autonomous oblsts, krais,

and oblasts).
39. The strategy for this investigation was developed during research conducted on
Central Siberian zapovedniks in 1994 and 1995. More recent data was collected in February 1999
and February/March of 2000.1 conducted a series of structured, open-ended interviews with
nearly 100 individuals connected to protected area and conservation issues. Interviewees
included zapovednik and national park directors, employees, policy analysts from Russian and
international NGOs, central administrators in Moscow, as well as professors and researchers
from Moscow State University and three other regional state universities. Data from the
interviews was corroborated with roundtable discussions at conferences in Russia, research
in archival sources, and publications on specially protected area policy (publications were in
Russian and English and were also internal and external to the agencies).
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a) zapovedniks (strict nature reserves) includingbiosphere reserves
(IUCN category I)%
b) national parks (IUCN category II),
c) regional nature parks (IUCN category V),
d) state nature zakazniks (IUCN category IV),
e) natural monuments (IUCN category III),
f) arboreta and botanical gardens, and,
g) health resorts and treatment facility areas."'
Additional areas that may be designated under federal, regional, and local
authorities include green zones, city forests, city parks, monuments,
horticultural parks of art, protected shorelines, protected river systems,
protected natural landscapes, and biological stations, as well as buffer areas
around all of the above.42 Indicating a renewed concern for long-term
thinking, regional planners are assigned a responsibility to take protected
areas into consideration during the overall development of a given
territory.43
Article 5 may be the most significant section to the legislation by
addressing public participation. It reads, "Citizens and legal persons,
including social and religious associations, shall render assistance to state
agencies in realization of the activities of the organization, protection, and
use of specially protected natural areas. While fulfilling these activities, state
agencies shall take into account proposals of citizens and social
associations." This article of the 1995 Law on SPNAs suggests that citizens
and organizations are obligated to help with the establishment of protected
areas and, in turn, the state agencies must listen to public contributions.
Russia does not have a tradition of public participation in the creation of
public policy. In the 1991 LEP, citizens are guaranteed the right to demand
accurate information, protest, organize meetings, undertake educational
programs, appeal decisions on environmental protection, and file suit for
compensation for damages by polluters.4' However, no language in either
the LEP or the 1995 Law on SPNAs mandates agencies to incorporate public
proposals into plans. It merely requires them to take into account the
proposals of citizens. Nonetheless, protected area advocates see this article
as paving the way for expanded public participation.

40. See IUCN COMMSSION ON NATIONAL PARKS AND PROTECTED AREAS & WORLD
CONSERVATION MONITORING CENTRE, GUIDEuNES FOR PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT
CATEGORIES (1994).

41,
42.

See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supranote 4, at § 1, art. 2.

43.

See id.
See id.

44.
45.

See id. at § 1, art. 5.
See Law on Environmental Protection, Ross. Gazeta, Mar. 3,1992, at 3-6, sec. II, art. 11.
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Section II. State Nature Zapovedniks
Zapovedniks (strict nature preserves) are unique to Russia and the
former Soviet Union. The first federally recognized protected natural area
in the world to be dedicated primarily for scientific research was Ilmenski
Zapovednik in 1920.4 Soon after the civil war the system expanded with
support initiated by Lenin's 1921 decree "On the Preservation of Natural
Monuments and Parks." This decree permitted the subsequent
development of the land protection system for the Soviet State4 Despite
two dramatic contractions, one in 1952 under Stalin and one in 1964 under
Khrushchev, the zapovednik system steadily expanded throughout the Soviet
era.* Although environmental conditions were generally abysmal in the
USSR, the zapovednik system remained as a notable exception.49
The right to establish a zapovednik applied to the Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of Enlightenment/Education, National Academy of
Sciences, and Federal Forest Service.' Historically, multiple management
agencies hampered a cohesive development of the zapovednik system.' At
the same time that the 1995 Law on SPNAs was passed, the Department of
Zapovednik Management was created within the State Committee of the
Environment.5 2 The department is the central administration for 93 of 99
zapovedniks, plus four in the Russian Academy of Sciences, one in the
Ministry of Education, and one in the Federal Forest Service." A benefit of

46. See DOUGLAS R. WEINER, MODELS OF NATURE: ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION, AND
CUL1RAL REVOLUTION IN SOvIE RUSSIA 29 (1988).

47. See PRYDE, supra note 1, 213 appx. 10, (reprinting Decree of the Council of People's
Commissars, dated Sept. 16,1921).
48. See Pbip R. Pryde, Recent Trends in Preserved Natural Areas in the USSR, 4 ENVIL.
CONSERVATION 173-178 (1977). See also DOUGLAS . WEDR, MODELS OF NATURE: ECOLOGY,
CONSERVATION, AND CULTURAL REVOLUTION INSOVIET RUSSIA (1988); DOUGLAS R. WEINER, A
LITTLE CORNER OF FREEDOM (1999); Vladimir E. Boreiko, Razgrom Zapovednikov: Kak Eto Bilo
(1951-?). [Destructionof the Zapovedniks: How it Happened]2 ENERGIA 14-17 (1993); Vladimir E.
Boreiko, 1961: Vtoroi Pazgrom Zapovednikov. [Seconddestructionofthezapovedniks, I ENMGIA3538(1994).
49. See ZIEGLER, supra note 2, at 49.
50. See DOUGLAS R. WEINER, MODELS OF NATURE: ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION, AND
CULTURAL IEVOLTION IN SOVIET RUSSIA 28 (1988); ENVr'L MGMT. IN SOVIETUNION, supra note
10,137.
51. See Pryde, supra note 29; ENVrTL MGMT. IN SOVIET UNION, supra note 10; PAUL
,NE
THE WORLD BANK, RUSSIAN PROTECTED AREAS ASSISTANCE
GRIGORLEw &NUCrA LopoUx
PROJECT 1-3 (1993).

52. See Margaret William, A New Department of Nature Reserve Managementfor Russia,
RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEWS, Oct. 1995, at 3.
53. The four additional zapovedniks have been added to the Department of Zapovednik
Management,
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the 1995 Law on SPNAs is that it unifies the preserves in terms of purpose
and management direction, providing a single, stronger political voice.
"State nature zapovedniks serve as nature protection, scientific
research, and environmental education establishments to preserve and
study the natural pace of ecosystem processes and occurrences, the genetic
fund of the plant and animal worlds, separate species as well as associations
of plants and animals, and typical and unique ecological systems."
Additionally, these areas are completely removed from circulation from the
economy and cannot be transferred or "turned over" from one person or
institution to another by any method aside from federal legislation.'
Article 7 expresses the following goals for zapovedniks:
a) protection of natural areas with the dual goals of preservation
of biological diversity, and the maintenance of protected
natural complexes;
b) organization and performance of scientific research including
maintenance of Letopis Prirody(an annual chronicle of natural
events and ongoing research);
c) ecological monitoring within the framework of the general
nation-wide system;
d) environmental education;
e) participation in State Ecological Expertiza [environmental
impact assessment] of projects and schemes (i.e., schemes of
industrial development that effect the zapovednik or neighboring
areas); and
f) assistance in training the scientific community and specialists

in the sphere of protection of the natural environment.5s

The first three goals essentially match the goals of zapovedniks since
the 1930s.1' The last three goals are relatively new additions and the express
inclusion of environmental education, or, by extension, ecotourism, is the
most controversial addition. Zapovedniks were intended as inviolable

regions of natural processes; human activity was restricted to ecological

54.
55.

See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supranote 4, at § 2, art. 6.
See id. at § 2, arL 7.

56. See Sergey V. Klrikov, Nature reryes [Zapovedniki], in SOvIET GEOGRAPHY:
ACCOMPIJSmEIuANDTASKs346,347 (Chauncy D. Harrised., 1962); A.G. BANNKOv, NATuRE
REmVEs OF THE USSR (Israel Program for Scientific Translations, 1969) (1966); Nikolai A.
Sobolev et al, Russia's Protected Areas: A Survey and Identifation of Development Problems, 4
BIODNvERTY & CONSERVATION 964, 967 (1995). See generally FEx IL StmLMARM
ISIRIOGRAPYAROSSJSICIXZAPOVEDNiKOV(1895-1995) [THE
M
mHiOGRAPHYOF THE RUSSIAN
NARRESmEvESI (1996); DOUGLAsR. WE NER, MODELSOFNAURE: ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION
AND CULTURAL REVoLuTIN SoVIET RuSSIA 36-39 (1988).
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research.' However, precedence exists for environmental education on
zapovedniks. Many preserves have museums for public educations and
several preserves allow limited access to specific sites for outdoor recreation
and education (for example, Stolby Zapovednik). 9 Ecotourism may be a path
toward fiscal viability for struggling zapovedniks.10 Traditionalists who are
concerned about anthropogenic disturbance to flora and fauna argue that
a move toward recreation and tourism is inconsistent with the "true
mission" of zapovedniks."1
Another notable addition to the mission of zapovedniks is the role of
staff in preparing expertiza. Initiated during the 1980s, expertiza function as
environmental impact assessments. Zapovednik staff are considered experts
on the potential impact of development or extractive activities on
neighboring natural territory. In addition, this section officially recognizes
the 21 zapovedniks that are a part of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Biosphere Reserve
Program and their role within the protected area system.' Biosphere
reserves have been a part of the Russian system since the mid 1970s.'
Article 11 stipulates the potential origin of finances beyond the
federal budget. The zapovedniks are forbidden from becoming profit-making
enterprises but retain the right to benefit from derivative products such as
images of the zapovednik or its resident species (for example, souvenirs,
maps, or books)." The zapovedniks may keep any fines from violations or
sales of confiscated hunting and fishing implements in a separate bank
account from the original budget allocation; these monies can then be used
to purchase equipment that would otherwise be prohibitively expensive. In
addition, a new accounting system can handle long-term funds and carry

57. See G.A. Kozhevnikov A., On the Necessity of Establishing Reserve Plots in Order to
Conserve the NaturalResourcesofRussia, reprintedin CONSERVATIONOFNATURALRESOURCESAND
ThE ESrABmHExrOF REsER ES INTHE USSR73-78 (National Science Foundation ed., Bulletin
No. 4,1962).
58. See Margaret Williams, Zapovedniki as Educational Centers, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION
NEWS, Feb. 1996, at 19.

59. See G.V. KHORJ-HXOETAL,GOSUDAs1VENiZAOVEDNiCSOLY [STATE ZAPOVEDNIK
SwLBYJ (1973).
60. See VLADIMIR KRvER ur AL., CONSERVING RUSSIA!S BIOLOGICAL DrVERSrrY: AN
ANALYriCAL RAEwwORK AND INmAL lNVEmENT POLICy 16-18 (1994).
61. See Volkov &de Korte, supranote 33, at 309; OlinE.Rhodes, Jr., Ecotourism:Direct Road
to Ruin, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEWS, Fall 1998, at 20.
62. See Tatiana Minayeva & Vladimir Krever, Developing the System of Biosphere Reserves
in Russia: Successes and Challenges, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEWS, Winter 1999, at 13-17.

63.

See Vladimir Sokolov, The Biosphere Reserve Concept in the USSR, 10 AMIIO 97, 100

(1981); Philip R. Pryde, Biophere Reserves in the Soviet Union, 25 SOVIET GEoGRApH

(1984).
64. See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 2, art. 11.
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over from year to year.' Despite the new strategies, zapovedniks still suffer
from financial stress.*
Section III. National Parks
National parks were traditionally managed by the Russian Federal
Forest Service and are distinguished from other SPNAs by emphasizing the
opportunity for outdoor recreation as well as preserving natural conditions.
Although Lenin's decree in 1921 would have allowed for national parks,'
the park system itself was started relatively recently. Because all land in the
Soviet Union was owned communally, there was little impetus to "set
aside" lands for public access.' In the 1960s, an explosion of outdoor
recreation" prompted the USSR to establish national parks starting in
1971 .7 The first national park created in Russia was Losiniy Ostrov National
Park in 1983. 71The Federal Forest Service now manages 36 national parks.'
The management philosophy is similar to the British National Parks
system. Portions of land managed under the jurisdiction of another ministry
or government organ, including towns or agricultural areas, may remain
within the park "boundary. "'n The goal of the park is to maintain
characteristics of the area such as picturesque landscapes, access to
waterways, unique natural phenomena, or outstanding areas for outdoor
recreation (hiking, bird watching, etc.).' Typically, parks in Western Russia
are a patchwork of natural areas and managed or settled areas, while the

65.

Interview with Alexsei V. Knorre, Director Stolby Zapovednik, in Krasnoyarsk, Russ.

(Aug. 23,1995).
66.

Interview with Alexsei V. Knorre, supra note 65; David M. Ostergren, System in Peril:

A Case Study of Six Siberian NaturePreserves,4 IWTrLJ. WILDERNESS 12,13 (1998); Interview with
Nikolai Maleshin, Chairman of Russian Zapovednik Directors Association, In Moscow, Russ.

(Feb. 18, 1999).
67. See PRYDE, supranote 1, at 213.
68. See I.A. Gavva et al., Development of Nature Reserves and NationalParksin the USSR, in
NATIONAL PAWS, CONSERVATION, AND DEVELOPMENT 463, 465 (Jeffrey A. McNeely & Kenton
R. Miller eds., 1984).
69. See Vladimir A. Borisov, Soviet System of Protected Natural Areas, NAT'L PAWS3 AND

CONSERVATION MAG, June 1971, at 8,12-13.
70. See ENVr'LMGMT. INSOVMTUNION, supra note 10, at 157-59.
71. See id.at 166.
72. See I.V. CHAKOVA, NATIONAL PARKS OF RUSSIA: A GuIDEBooK 7(1997); Growth and
Expansion of Russia's ProtectedAreas, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION NEwS, Fall 1999, at 8.

73. See David Ostergren, Expanding ProtectedNaturalAreas in Times of Social Change: The
Russian Zapovednik (Strict Nature Preserve) and National Park Systems from 1991 to 1998, in
PROCEEDINS OF
10TH GEORGE WRiGHTSoCIYCONFEmE ON RESEARCH AND RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT INPARKS AND ON PusuC LANDS 479,481(1999).
74. See CHEAKOVA, supranote 71, at 5.
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larger parks in Siberia and the Far East are managed for natural area
protection and outdoor recreationm
Article 13 lists the following goals for Russian national parks:
a) the preservation of unique and model natural complexes, areas
and objects;
b) the preservation of historical-cultural objects;
c) the environmental education of the population;
d) the creation of conditions for regulated tourism and relaxation;
e) the cultivation and introduction of scientific methods for the
protection of nature;
f) ecological monitoring;
g) the restoration of disturbed natural and historical-cultural
complexes and objects.7
Anticipating the potential conflict in management goals, each park is
allowed to establish zones of use. A park may consist of all or some of the
following zones: forbidden zones; zones for environmental education,
recreation, or protection of historical and cultural objects; a service zone to
provide for the needs of tourists; and economic zones to provide for the
park itself.'
Although the parks depend on the federal budget for their
expenses, each park director recognizes the pressure to raise much of their
own operating budget." The intention of the self-sustaining policy is to
place the financial burden for each park on the people who directly use and
benefit from the resource." They may raise money from such diverse
sources as educational, publishing, and advertising activities; rent for
damages to the park resources; fines; volunteer help; and charity. They may
not, however, pursue profit or privatize any of the land or facilities within
the park. Indigenous people are permitted tocontinue their traditional use
of resources within park boundaries that may include limited economic
activity (for example, gathering berries, vegetation, or animal products for
resale)." Licenses may be granted to rent plots of land, natural objects,
buildings, or facilities, and although the agreement is worked out between

75. See id.
76. See id. at 3, art. 13.
77. See id. at 3, art.15.
78. See id. at §3, art 16.
79. Interview with Yuri A. Kukuev, Deputy Manager, Federal Forest Service, in Moscow,
Russ. (Feb. 24,1999).
80. See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 3, art 16.
81. See id. at § 3, art. 15.
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the potential operator and the park management,
final authority lies with
2
the government of the Russian Federation.u
Section W. "Regional" Natural Parks
Prirodniiparki or "regional natural parks" are a new category of
protected area' and are designated as part of a local, non-federal,
administration. The goals of these parks include (a) preservation of the
natural environment and landscapes, (b) creation of conditions for
relaxation and the preservation of recreation resources, and (c) cultivation
and introduction of effective methods for protection of nature in conditions
of recreational usage." North American parallels to the Russian regional
natural parks include state parks in the United States and provincial parks
in Canada.'
Section V. State Nature Zakazniks
The closest parallel to state nature zakazniks (federal reserves) in the
United States are the Wildlife Refuges administered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. In general, zakazniks are established to protect individual
species by restricting the type of activity in a specific geographic area, or
completely closing an area during migration and/or mating seasons. The
earliest zakazniks were developed from lands controlled by nobility and
served primarily as hunting reserves." Prior legislation influencing
zakazniks includes the 1960 Law on the Protection of Nature in the RSFSR
(RussianSoviet Federated Socialist Republic) and the 1980 USSR Law on the
Protection and Use of Animals. Under Soviet law, a fairly extensive system
grew, and, as of 1993, approximately 1,519 zakazniks regulated activity on
approximately four percent of Russian territory."
Although the new 1995 Law supersedes all prior legislation,
systemic Soviet-era flaws persist. The legislation fails to establish a cadre of
"game wardens." Because zakazni1s overlay diverse political boundaries, the
original land management agency or local law enforcement officers are
obligated to enforce regulations without additional resources. The result is
that many of the areas are only protected on paper. Nonetheless,

82, See id.
83. See Vsevolod Stepanitsky, Russia Adopts New Federal Law on Protected Areas, RUSSIAN
CONSERVATION NEWS, May 1995, at 4-5.
84. See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 4, art. 18.
85. See Stepanitsky, supra note 83, at 4.

86. See A. KL Shalybkov &K.V. Storchevoy, Nature Preserves: A Reference Guide, 29 SOVIET
GEoGAPHmy 589, 590-91 (1988); PRYDE, supra note 1, at 208-11.
87. See Sobolev et al, supranote 56, at 968.
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conservationists view an emerging role for zakazniks to establish a land use
precedent in anticipation of future, more restrictive, protected area status."
The most important role of the zakazniks is to "provide the legal basis for
restricting development of those areas.""
Zakazniks may be temporary or permanent, habitat oriented or
species specific (for example, bear hunting may be permitted while goose
hunting is not).' Article 22 provides the most significant distinction from
previous legislation. The regional government is permitted to withdraw the
land from the original managers, owners, and/or proprietors; however, if
the land remains within the original management agency, the regional
government may override a management activity in order to protect a
species of interest.' Most zakazniks are regionally organized, but the
Russian Federation Department of Hunting and Game Management
controls 64 federal zakazniks, and seven are under the jurisdiction of
zapovedniks and function as buffer zones'
Zakazniks fall into five categories:,
a) landscape, designated for the preservation or restoration of
natural landscapes;
b) biological (botanical and zoological), designated for the
preservation and restoration of rare and vanishing species of
vegetation and wildlife;
c) paleontological, designated for the preservation of fossilized

objects;
d) hydrological (bogs, lakes, rivers, seas), designated for the
preservation and restoration of valuable hydrological systems,
and;
e) geological, designated for the preservation of inanimate
nature. 3
Zakazniks are formed by the respective federal or regional agencies
of state power, with very specific prohibited and permitted activities.
Persons who violate the regulations of a zakaznik are criminally liable for
their actions." Interestingly, the use of natural resources is allowed to
"provide protection for the traditional living environment" of small,

88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

See id. at 976-78.
Seeid. at971.
See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 5, art. 22.
See id.
See Sobolev et aL, supra note 56, at 967.68.
See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at S 5, art. 22.
See id. at § 5, art 24.
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resident, ethnic communities. 95 This clause undoubtedly refers to the 1992
Numerically Small Peoples Law that formally recognized indigenous
people's traditional rights."
Section V1. Natural Monuments
Natural monuments are nature complexes or objects of natural and
artificial origin that are unique, irreplaceable, and ecologically, scientifically,
culturally, or aesthetically valuable.' Natural monuments may have either
federal or regional significance and often include human structures or
objects of interest." An example of a typical natural monument is a twohectare island surrounding a plaque commemorating the progress of the
Red Army up the Yenisei River in 1926. Other monuments may protect
fresh water springs, stands of trees, rock formations, or buildings. Generally
small, thousands of monuments across Russia may serve as de facto city
parks, zakazniks, or sit in obscurity in the countryside. No single official
body records all the natural monuments in Russia. 9 Noteworthy is the
provision for monetary compensation to proprietors, land owners, and
users who incur expenses protecting natural monuments (for example, lost
wages in deferred crops or timber harvesting)." No other SPNA has such
a provision.
Section VII. Arboreta and Botanical Gardens
Arboreta and botanical gardens are nature protection
establishments whose goals include creation of special collections of flora
for the preservation of biodiversity and the enrichment of the plant world
and also fulfillment of scientific, educational, and instructional activities. 1
Section VIII. Treatment Facilities and Health Resorts
The Russian term used in this section is "lechebno-ozdoroveetetniye

mestnosti" and is best translated as treatment facilities, spa zones, or
sanitoria. "Kurorti" are defined as health resorts. These areas possess
natural medicinal qualities and include "mineral water, medicinal mud, or

95. See id,
96. See Olga Murashko, Indigenous Peoples and Conservationof their Environment inRussia,
RUSSIAN CONSERVATION Nws, Spring 1999, at 13-15.
97. See 1995 Law on SPNAs,supra note 4, at § 6, art. 25.
at § 6, art. 26.
98. See id.
99. See Sobolev et aL, supranote 56, at 968.
100., See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 6, art. 27.
101. See id.
at § 7, at 28.
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medicinal salt waters of estuaries and lakes, medicinal climates, or
beaches." Not only is activity regulated within the spa zones themselves,
but also activity on adjacent lands that might influence the water quality,
water flow, or utilization of the spa or resort." z
Section IX.Organization of Specially Protected Natural Areas
This is the first legislation in Russian history that specifies the
duties, responsibilities, and legal authority of employees. Conservation
administrators, directors, and field inspectors lobbied for these guidelines
for their own safety, as well as for more efficient enforcement of rules and
regulations."° Prior to the 1995 Law, government inspectors required the
cooperation of local militia and police forces to arrest and/or fine violators.
This awkward arrangement inhibited enforcement and arrests and in
remote areas was virtually impossible. °' The following regulations are
without precedent. Inspectors have the right to
a) verify that persons located within the specially protected area
have permission;
b) verify documents giving other entities the right to utilize
adjoining territory;
c) detain (by force of arms if necessary) persons violating the law
and turn these violators over to legal protection enforcement
agencies;
d) send evidence of guilty persons to the authorities;
e) withdraw products and illegal implements of nature use,
transport, and corresponding documents from violators
[including guns, fishing nets or poles, boats, snowmobiles, and
trucks];
) inspect vehicles and personal belongings within protected
areas;

g) unimpeded travel to any object located on the zapovednik or
national park for inspection or maintenance;
h) halt economic and other activities not corresponding to the
regime of special protection."

102. See id. at § 8, art. 31.
103. See supranote 8.
104. See B. J.Chisholmi, Cooperationin the Taiga: The Key to Saving the Amur Tiger, SURVIVING
ToGEnuER Spring 1994, at 36, 37.
105. See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supra note 4, at § 9, art. 34.
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Additionally, directors and their deputies may
a) prohibit economic and/or other activities not corresponding to
their mission;
b) impose administrative penalties for violations;
c) bring a suit (against) physical and legal persons to impose
penalties in order to force payment of compensation for
damages inflicted on natural complexes and objects [in other
words, the directors have standing to sue];
d) to send 106
material [provide evidence] to law enforcement
agencies.
If, in the line of duty, the inspectors feel they need to employ force
to apprehend and detain a suspect they may use "handcuffs, rubber canes,
tear gas, structures for compulsory transport and holding [jails], and service
dogs."1 07 Inspectors have traditionally been armed with rifles, but the new
legislation increases their options and specifies their rights and obligations
to use those rifles.
Section X.Responsibility for Violation of Regime of Specially Protected
Natural Areas.
Along with the right to confiscate hunting and fishing implements
as well as any animal or plant products illegally obtained, each protected
area is provided with a formula for calculating fines for killing protected
species. The formula incorporates
1) the species of animal (whales and tigers are more expensive
than elk or musk deer);
2) the distance from the border of the SPNA expressed as a
fraction (poachers further into the territory of an SPNA are
assumed to be in greater knowledge of their whereabouts and
therefore "more" guilty);
3) the current monthly minimum wage as established by the
government; and
4) a multiple from an official index.1" '
106. See id.
107. See id. at §9, art. 34-35.
108. See generally David Ostergren, Post-Soviet Transitions in Policy and Management of
Zapovednild and Lespromkhozi in Central Siberia 180-81 (1997) (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, West Virginia University) (on file with author); Russian Federation Ministry of
Finance, Tariffs for Poaching and Harming Protected Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and
Invertebrates (document A7A7, April 28,1994) (on file with author).
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The fine is calculated by multiplying all of these factors. Poachers
and subsistence hunters feel the effect of fines immediately. These
individuals rarely have the means to have fines delayed or dismissed.
Inability to pay may result in confinement.
Section XI. International Agreements
International agreements are recognized with the assumption that
ratification of said treaties required legislative approval, and, therefore,
would be desirable and amenable to the governmental agencies involved.1"
Section XII. Concluding Points
The law takes effect upon publication and within two months the
government's management must be in place. " '
Enactment
The Russian Federation Law on Specially Protected Natural Areas
was approved by the Duma on January 15,1995; signed by President Boris
Yeltsin on March 14,1995; and published by the Rossiskaya Gazeta on March
22, 1995. Publication in the Rossiskaya Gazeta served as public notification
and the law was effective in May 1995.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
To assess both intended and unintended results of the 1995 Law on
SPNAs, the author conducted a series of interviews in 1999 and February
and March 2000. 1 The conclusion is that at least in the short term, the 1995
Law on SPNAs has been an effective and significant contribution to the
Russian conservation system. Directors in each type of protected area are
using the authority and flexibility provided by the organic legislation to
persevere through periods of extreme political and economic hardship.
Throughout the 1990s, and indeed for over a century, experts have
expressed differing opinions on long-term strategies to maintain and
manage Russia's specially protected natural areas. A central debate has
been whether to unite all the protected areas under one ministry or
department. This section will discuss the challenges and successes of the

109. See 1995 Law on SPNAs, supranote 4, at § 11, art. 37.

110. See id. at § 12, art. 38.
111.

See supra note 39 for methodology.
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protected area system, long-term debates within the conservation
community, and future prospects for Russia's protected area network.
Continued Challenges
A year after enacting the 1995 Law on SPNAs, Government
Inspectors across zapovedniks reported an "increased sense of strength" in
their enforcement activities."' Although such optimism continued for many
inspectors into 1999, the status of Russian protected areas can, at best, be
described as mixed. The implementation and enforcement of most
regulations depends upon financial support. As a result of inflation and
draconian federal budget cuts, most protected areas are operating with 60
to 80 percent smaller budgets than during the Soviet era (adjusted rubles).113
Scientific research suffers because of a lack of financial support to conduct
investigations. Enforcement suffers because zapovedniks are unable to fill
Gos-inspector (federal law enforcement) positions with qualified personnel,
nor can national parks find qualified rangers to monitor visitor activity." 4
Insufficient staffing increases the potential for violations such as poaching
for food or income; grazing domestic livestock within the boundaries; and
general trespass to collect berries, mushrooms, or firewood. In addition to
funding shortages, a lack of external political support increases the potential
for encroachment by homesteaders, land development, or cross boundary
pollution.1 ' In extreme examples of new pressures on protected areas,
several zapovedniks have had to fend off attempts by regional government
officials and industry to dismantle the territory into national parks,
industrial zones, and remnant zapovedniks."'
Success and Progress
Despite what analysts may have expected in the economic turmoil
during the 1990s, the protected area system expanded at an unprecedented
112. Email correspondence from Yulia Gorelova, Protected Areas Manager, Biodiversity
Conservation Center (a Russian NGO), to author (Oct. 1996) (on file with author).
113. See David Ostergren &Evgeny Shvarts, Russian Zapovednikiin1998: Recent Progressand
New Challengesfor Russia's Strict Nature Preserves, in 2 PERSONAL, SOCIETAL AND ECOLOGICAL
VALUES oF WILERNES: SmI

WORLD WILDERNEsS CONGRESs PROCEEDINGS ON RESEARCH,

MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATION 209, 212 (U.S. Dep't of Agric., Proc. RMRS-P-14, 2000).

114. See supra note 8.
115. See Mark A. Colewell et al., Russian Nature Reserves and Conservation of Biological
Diversity, 17 NAT. AREAS J.56 (1997); Philip R. Pryde, Post-Soviet Development and Status of
Russian Nature Reserves, 38 POST-SOvIEt GEOGRAPHY &ECON. 63 (1997); Ostergren, supranote

66.
116. Interview with Sergie Erofeev, Director Altai Zapovednik in Arti-Bash, Russ. (Sept.
13,1995); Interview with Alexsei V. Knorre, supra note 65.
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rate. Since 1991, the zapovednik system has expanded from 77 preserves to
99, and the national parks have expanded from 17 to 35 (see table 1).11
Other positive strides for protected areas through 1999 included (1) the
creation of a centralized Department for Zapovednik Management; (2) the
organization of a Zapovednik Directors Association for zapovedniks in the
Black-Earth region; and (3) the creation of NGOs that support national
parks and zapovedniks through environmental education, lobbying efforts,
consultation, and developing international support.1 8 An increased
presence in Moscow helps maintain federal funding and coordinate the
fundamental work on protected areas.

TABLE 1. THE INCREASE IN NUMBER AND AREA FOR Z4POVEDNIKS
AND NATIONAL PARKS IN THE 1990s
Percent
Area In
Percent
Number
Area In
Number
000 ha
of Russia
000 ha
of Russia
1991
1992

77
79

19,914
20,285

1.16
1.19

17
22

3,650
4,288

0.21
0.25

1993

84

28,476

1.39

25

4,449

0.26

1994

89

1.44

95

1.53

28
32

6,421
6,645

0.38

1997

29,277
31,027

1999

99

33,180

1.64

35

6,788

0.40

0.39

The ability to confiscate possessions, issue fines, and sue violators
has provided protected areas with additional resources to fulfill their
mission. Laptandski Zapovednik provides an unprecedented case that will
likely serve as a model for future litigation. For decades Mogezorskii
Smelting Plant (nickel and copper) spilled effluent into the Zapovednik's
wetland environment. In the 1970s a series of dams and settling ponds were
established to protect downstream resources but destroyed the hydrology
of the area and failed to contain the pollutants. Eventually, administrators
decided that the pollution had compromised the raison d'etre for Laplandski
Zapovednik. In 1996 the zapovednik sued rather than suffer the impositions

117. Interview with Oksana Klimanova, research specialist, Biodiversity Conservation
Center, in Moscow, Russ. (Jan. 2000). The table was adapted from STATE COMMrITEE OF
RUSSIAN FEDERATION FOR ENVmONMENT PROTECTION, THE FIRST NATIONAL REPORT OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION: BioD=vMESrrY CONSERVATION INRUSSIA 59 (1997).

118. Two significantNGOS are Zapovedniks, directed by Natalia Danilina, that spearheads
environmental education efforts on national parks and zapovedniks, and the Biodiversity
Conservation Center that publishes the English language magazine RUSSIAN CONSERVATION

NEWS.
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of a large manufacturing business, and in 1999 won several hundred
thousand dollars."

Other examples of successful, newly legitimate strategies include
a cooperative effort in the Russian Far East between international NGOs,
Russian NGOs and several zapovedniks to stop illegal hunting of the Siberian
tiger and Amur leopard.'2 Among the innovative strategies employed to
discourage poaching is the use of video cameras, night vision goggles, and
rifles for protection.121In the Black-Earth region of Russia, two snowmobiles
were confiscated as part of the fine for poaching and are now employed to
combat further violations.'2 Government inspectors are becoming more
efficient at implementing regulations and apprehending violators. Directors
and employees agree that the 1995 Law on SPNAs represents a significant
step forward in legitimizing and empowering protected area personnel.lu
Conflict and Long Term Management
Despite the apparent success on the ground, there is debate about
whether the 1995 Law on SPNAs is sufficient for long term management.
Since 1995, two issues have been at the heart of the debate: (1) Should the
system continue to expand in an era of dwindling federal finances? and (2)
Does the addition of ecotourism and environmental education change the
mission of zapovedniks to resemble national parks? If so, should the systems
be merged into one, all-inclusive department of protected areas? The 1990s
expansion of the zapovednik system is a result of several forces. A new
zapovednik is generally the result of zapovednik employees, concerned
citizens, student organizations, and/or scientists petitioning the
government for protected area status. The first step is to obtain permission
from the current land management agency, usually the Federal Forest
Service or Ministry of Agriculture. Then the group petitions for the support

119. Interview with Nikolai Maleshin, supra note 66.
120. Some of the organizations are the German World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Tiger
Trust (British), Pacific Environment and Resources Center (USA), Sacred Earth Network and
Russian NGOs such as the Tiger Protection Society and Zov Taiga.
121. See Chisholm, supranote 104, at 38.
122. Constitutional rights and due process of law may be concerns in this type of case but
both are topics well beyond the scope of this article.
123. See supra note 8; Interview with Natalia Danilina, Director, "Zapovedniks"
Environmental Education Center, in Moscow, Russ. (Feb. 19, 1999); Interview with Director
Vasilni Alexandrovich Semenov, Voronezh Zapovednik, in Voronezh District, Russ.; Results
also came from a poll of 83 employees from six zapovednits taken at the Conference on the
zoological research and monitoring on the environmental health of zapovdniks in the
Association of Specially Protected Natural Areas Black-Earth Region of Russia, Feb. 28-Mar.
1, 2000 in Voronezh Russia.
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of regional authorities, and, in turn, for federal authorization. 124Many of the
early 1990s zapovedniks were pending approval in the 1980s.12 Immediately
after the fall of the USSR, petitioners pushed hard for approval, exercising
political pressure on regional authorities who were seeking political
support from environmental organizations. 126
The specter of "land reform" was another motivation for quick
designation of protected areas. Prior to 1991, land was owned by the Soviet
state. Shortly after the fall of the USSR, politicians and businessmen moved
to privatize state held capital, including land."1 Implicitly, if land became
private property the expense of establishing protected areas would
skyrocket. Moving jurisdiction of an area from one department or ministry
to another was relatively inexpensive."e Therefore, the early 1990s offered
an unprecedented opportunity in history to set aside territory quickly and
work out the details later.
Contradicting arguments to expanding the system are based on the
paradox of increasing the demand for personnel and resources in an era of
a shrinking federal budget. Even though the 1995 Law on SPNAs provides
for alternative funding sources (such as international, regional, and local
donations, revenue from souvenirs, or contributions from polluter taxes),
to paraphrase one zapovednik director, "it's like giving birth to the poor."29
Some zapovedniks remain paper reserves for several years, lacking even the
most rudimentary basics such as an official staff or directors."
Another problem with a larger but weaker system is the apparent
choice between operating 80 zapovedniks well or operating 100 poorly.
Operating 100 zapovedniks poorly opens the door to political critics who
make the case that protected areas are a waste of federal money and a lost
opportunity for more profitable economic utilization of the resources.
Politicians with pro-development tendencies may seize the opportunity to
cut the size of the system back to pre-1991 levels or worse.131 Furthermore,
the Ministry of Finance determines the annual system wide budget and
there are elements within the Ministry that would like to reduce the number

124. Interview with Nikolai Maleshin, supranote 66.
125. Interview with Dr. Evgeny Shvarts, supra note 8.
126. Interview with Misha Shishin, supra note 22.
127. Interview with Dr. Evgeny Shvarts, supranote 8.
128. Interview with Nikolai Maleshin, supra note 66.
129. Interview with Director Knorre, supra note 65.
130. Interview with Professor Arcady A. Tishkov, Strategic Manager, GEF Project
Biodiversity Conservation, in Moscow, Russ. (Feb. 1999).
131. This line of thought was first proposed to me by Armand Gregorian and Jonathan
Rudge on February 18,1999. They are policy analysts for the Biodiversity ConservationCenter,
a Moscow based NGO with close affiliations to protected areas throughout the former Soviet
Union.
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of zapovedniks" Largely because of economic constraints, the prospects in
the early twenty-first century are for all systems to slow down their
expansion.
The second debate is over environmental education and tests the
historical definition of zapovedniks and national parks. The point of
contention is that while national parks are intended for recreational use and
designed to accommodate tourism, the research/preservation mission of
zapovedniks is incompatible with general public access.'" In other words,
"how much of an area may be used, or traveled on, before the preserve
itself is no-longer 'pristine and reserved' for ecological research-two
hectares, ten hectares, 1000 hectares?" 3 Issues with tourism include
increasing traffic (air, water, or land based), improving nearby
infrastructure, and shifting the primary duties of Government Inspectors
from law enforcement to service provision or interpretation. One line of
reasoning argues that the mere presence of visitors changes the dynamics
of the natural ecosystem.' Additionally, increased tourism may precipitate
redesignation of zapovedniks as national parks. Redesignation to a national
park is often viewed as a "drop" in status as it may corrupt the research
agenda and open the floodgates for visitation and recreation.'"
Beside the often-stated goal of raising environmental awareness
within the general population, the motivation to expand into environmental
education is both political and economic. The political argument is that
education enlists community support and creates a broader based
constituency with increased political clout." Thus, the primary function of
the NGO "Zapovedniks" is to promote protected areas through education,
student expeditions to protected areas, and public outreach."3 This strategy
is common throughout the world and is apparently successful.'" The
economic rationale is that increased political support translates into
increased federal funding (or at least preservation of the status quo), and
that small groups of ecotourists will pay a fee to visit protected areas and
provide desperately needed cash. The relatively young Katun Zapovednk,
established in 1992, has implemented a two-tiered system of fees for
132. Interview with Amirkhanov Amirkhan Magomedovich, Deputy Chief of the State
Committee on the Environment, in Moscow, Russ. (Feb. 17,1999).
133. See supranote 124.
134. Interview with Alexander A. Nikolski, Professor, Russian People's Friendship
University in Moscow, Russ. (Feb. 19,1999).
135. Id. See also Rhodes, supra note 61, at 20.
136. This opinion was expressed to the author by several directors interviewed in 1995,
1999, and 2000.
137. See supra note 124.
138. Interview with Natalia Danilina, supranote 124.
139. See e.g. RicHARDW. SELLES, PRESERVING NATURE INTHE NATIONALPARKS: A HISTORY
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Russian and non-Russian mountaineers on Mount Belukha (the highest in
Russia at 14,784 ft.) and rafters on the Katun River (Class 5 whitewater).
Both travel areas are on the periphery of the preserve and require a three
to five nights stay. The unique characteristics of these two recreational
resources preclude any efforts to prohibit access and so, the zapovednik
adjusts to public demand and generates a small income." ° This model is
both admired and debated by directors, policy analysts, and NGO activists
throughout Russia.
Because the national parks and zapovedniks are both preservation
oriented, policy makers should expect that as resources become scarce and
competition for political support intensifies, policies will tend to overlap
and the potential for conflict will increase between the two bureaucracies.
Both agencies increase their usefulness to society and political constituency
by broadening their missions and goals with an unavoidable duplication of
purpose, in this case ecotourism."' A controversial position by some experts
has been that all protected areas should be merged under one agency to
coordinate the distribution of resources. 142 An alternative step toward
reconciliation between competing political forces is that all protected areas
are recognized as equal, necessary, and complimentary. The "several equal
agencies" philosophy depends on each agency emphasizing a unique aspect
of their43 mission and recognizing the role of complimentary protected
areas.

1

On May 17, 2000, President Putin announced the elimination of the
State Committee of the Environment and the Federal Forest Service.'"
These institutions were the umbrella agencies for zapovedniks and national
parks respectively. Although the means are unsatisfactory to the
conservation community, he has ended the debate on whether to put both
organizations into one department. The preserves and national'parks will
be merged and placed in the Ministry of Natural Resources. Traditionally
the Ministry of Natural Resources has been active in development and
exploitation of natural resources. Because the State Committee on the
Environment often criticized the Ministry for ignoring environmental
140. See Ostergren, supra note 66, at 16; David Ostergren, Two Approaches to the Same
Mission, RUSSIAN CONSERVATION Niws, Feb. 1996, at 5-6.
141. For an international comparison and discussion of convergence in natural resource
policy see David M. Ostergren &and StevenJ. Hollenhorst, Convergence in ProtectedArea Policy:
A Comparison of the Russian Zaovednik and American Wilderness Systems, 12 SOC'Y & NAT.
RESOURcES 293 (1999).
142. See supranote 124. See also Interview with Amirkhanov Arnirkhan Magomedovich,
supra note 133; interview with Alexander A. Nkolski, supra note 135.
143. Interview with Evgeny Shvarts, supranote 8.
144. See Anna Badkhen, Committees JunkingHas Greens Fuming, Moscow TM, May 23,
2000, at 15; David Hoffman, Putin Abolishes Russia's Lone EnvironmentalAgency, WASH. POST,
May 23, 2000, at A30.
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regulations, the environmental community believes that enforcement of
environmental regulations will be weakened.1' Administrators, NGO
analysts, and directors of protected areas anticipate that there will be no
reduction in the number of protected areas; however, they are concerned
that overall funding may be reduced.1' Because the specifics of the plan
were not to be initiated until August 2000, it is too early to predict an
outcome. However, this merger will certainly have profound consequences
for all protected areas and will test the resilience of the 1995 Law on SPNAs.
CONCLUSION
The Russian system of protected natural areas has been evolving
since the first nature preserves were established at the turn of the twentieth
century. Since that time, Russian conservation interests have experienced
the rise and fall of political favor and a shifting, fluctuating strategy toward
protecting natural resources. The 1995 Law on Specially Protected Natural
Areas will continue to provide a sense of stability to the unique, multilayered conservation system. The flagship zapovednik system protects
unique and typical ecosystems and is dedicated to continued ecological
research. National parks provide areas for recreational opportunities and
protect areas of historical, cultural, and natural significance. Wildlife
refuges help regulate animal populations, national monuments protect
culturally significant areas, and health spas provide a refuge of relaxation
for many citizens.
Although future research is required to fully assess the impact of
the 1995 Law on Specially Protected Natural Areas, so far the legislation has
fulfilled three fundamental goals for Russian conservation agencies.
(1) Each type of protected area is defined and placed into the
context of a larger, national protected area network. The nation is slowly
closing in on the stated goal of setting aside seven percent of Russia, with
each type of protected area providing a unique service to society.
(2) Despite disagreement onwhether the legislation has successfully
cut across ministerial boundaries to establish a "national strategy for nature
conservation," clearly the legislation addresses society's demands for
preservation, recreation, wildlife, and areas to conduct ecological research.
The near future will provide evidence as to whether or not ecotourism and
environmental education will compromise the ecological integrity of

145. See Bedkhen, supra note 145; Hoffman, supra note 135.
146. Letter from Dr.Evgeny Shvarts, Director, Conservation World Wide Fund for Nature,
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pristine ecosystems and further blur the distinction between national parks
and zapovedniks.
(3) Directors, employees, and analysts from NGOs agree that the
greatest success for the legislation is that it supports and strengthens the
rights and responsibilities of employees on zapovedniks and national parks.
Inspectors and directors act decisively to enforce conservation laws through
fines, confiscations, arrests, and liability suits. Ample evidence indicates
that directors are customizing management strategies and devising new
methods to raise funds and garner political support.
The health and viability of Russia's protected area network will
continue to fluctuate until the economic and political systems stabilize. The
merger of zapovedniks and national parks into the Ministry of Natural
Resources indicates an erosion of political support at the Kremlin level;
however, it is too early to predict the long-term effects. Critical to natural
resource conservation are the efforts of protected area employees in each
preserve to overcome stresses from a devastated economy. The 1995 Law
on Specially Protected Natural Areas is serving as an effective organic act
for protected areas by providing the varied services that society demands
of its natural resources and will prove to be a fundamental piece of
legislation for natural resource conservation in Russia's future.

